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IN SEARCH OF A CONSERVATIVE
VISION OF CONSTITUTIONAL PRIVACY:
TWO CASE STUDIES FROM THE REHNQUIST COURT
MARK C. RAHDERT*
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE Rehnquist Court had difficulty steering a consistent path on the
constitutional right of privacy. In part, the conflict resulted from the
ever-sharpening divide between the Court's liberal and conservative Jus-
tices, with shifting majorities and outcomes dictated by the votes of "fence-
sitting" Justices in the middle. This phenomenon was evident in some
leading privacy cases that figured among the Court's most controversial
issues. The conflict was aggravated, however, by conflicting impulses to-
ward privacy among the Justices in the Rehnquist Court's conservative
wing. Especially because of its connections with abortion rights and Roe v.
Wade,1 the conservative Justices distrusted privacy doctrine. But some-
times they were also selectively drawn to it, depending on the particular
privacy issue before the Court and the ways in which it might be protected.
To the Rehnquist Court conservatives, the constitutional right of pri-
vacy came from dubious origins. Although Due Process protection for pri-
vacy interests could be traced to the early twentieth century, its modern
formulation came from some of the most progressive and ostensibly judi-
cially activist decisions of the late Warren and early Burger Courts. In par-
ticular, it depended on the inductive analysis of Griswold v. Connecticut,
2
which wove particular strands of protection for aspects of privacy in the
First, Third, Fourth, Fifth and Ninth Amendments to create a new,
unenumerated, independent constitutional protection-a freestanding
constitutional right of privacy. 3 Whatever else might be said about Gris-
wold, the analytic structure of the decision departed substantially from the
Court's usual deductive forms of constitutional reasoning. Leading con-
servative constitutional theorists rallied against Griswold in the 1970s.4 Fol-
lowing their lead, some of the conservative Justices who set the prevailing
intellectual tenor of the Rehnquist Court regarded Griswolds freewheeling
method of constitutional interpretation with suspicion, if not downright
hostility.
* Professor of Law, Temple University Beasley School of Law.
1. 410 U.S. 113 (1973).
2. 381 U.S. 479 (1965).
3. See id. at 484-86.
4. See, e.g., Robert G. Dixon, The "New" Substantive Due Process and the Democratic
Ethic: A Prolegomenon, 1976 BYU L. REv. 43 (suggesting that due process and funda-
mental rights judicial review has broader impact than commonly realized).
(859)
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In the eyes of some Rehnquist Court Justices, the constitutional right
of privacy was even more suspect because of the role it played as the foun-
dation for the Burger Court's abortion decisions, most importantly Roe v.
Wade. No issue more thoroughly defined the left, right and center of the
Court during the Rehnquist years than did abortion. Those who opposed
the constitutional right of abortion frequently included in their analysis
trenchant criticism of its origins in an unenumerated privacy interest that,
in their view, had no foundation in the Constitution and no warrant for
the status and protection the Court had given to it.5 Roe illustrated to
them what was fundamentally wrong with judicial creation of a rudderless
and unanchored constitutional privacy doctrine based (in their view)
more on judicial assessment of contemporary social values than on the
dictates of law.
Yet, while suspect in its formation and extension to abortion, the fight
of privacy also had conservative attraction. Most significantly, it protected
familial interests from undue invasion by the state, a position that reso-
nated positively with the pro-family stance of many social conservatives,
and that fit into the more libertarian, small-government facets of conserva-
tive political thought. Indeed, constitutional privacy's earliest traces came
from pro-family conservative decisions during the substantive due process
period of the early twentieth century, in cases like Meyer v. Nebraska6 and
Pierce v. Society of Sisters.7 Additionally, by the time privacy issues came
before the Rehnquist CourtJustices, the doctrine had enjoyed a full gener-
ation of acceptance and accumulated precedential weight.8 To procedur-
ally conservative jurists inclined to value stare decisis, this gave adherence to
privacy precedent a positive conservative valence and made departure
from the right of privacy seem arguably as activist as the process of its
creation.
The result was a conservative dilemma-an impulse to limit, even re-
ject claims of constitutional privacy, coupled with an opposite impulse to
acquiesce in the doctrine and even selectively extend it in certain limited
areas. How could the conservative Justices on the Rehnquist Court do
both? Was there some principled way in which they could register their
5. See, e.g., Webster v. Reprod. Health Servs., 492 U.S. 490, 518-21 (1989)
(Rehnquist, J., plurality opinion) (criticizing Roe and stressing state's interest in
protecting potential human life).
6. 262 U.S. 390 (1923).
7. 268 U.S. 510 (1925).
8. For some of the cases establishing fundamental interests associated with
the fight of privacy outside the context of abortion, see Zablocki v. Redhail, 434 U.S.
378 (1978) (discussing marriage); Carey v. Population Services International, 431 U.S.
678 (1977) (discussing procreation); Moore v. City of East Cleveland, 431 U.S. 494
(1977) (discussing family relationships); Eisenstadt v. Baird, 405 U.S. 438 (1972)
(discussing procreation); Stanley v. Illinois, 405 U.S. 645 (1972) (discussing
parenthood); Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1972) (discussing parenthood); Bod-
die v. Connecticut, 401 U.S. 371 (1971) (discussing marriage); Loving v. Virginia, 388
U.S. 1 (1967) (discussing marriage).
[Vol. 51: p. 859
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disapproval of the constitutional right of privacy as formulated by Griswold,
yet continue their protections of favored privacy interests such as the
rights of parents and family? Much of the Rehnquist Court's privacy juris-
prudence could be aptly described as a search for a principled response to
this dilemma.
Instead of being a dilemma leading to a solution, during the Rehn-
quist years it was mostly a dilemma leading to a long division. The result
was largely a failure to achieve the rule of law over the rule of shifting
coalitions-an outcome aggravated by Chief Justice Rehnquist's apparent
inability or disinclination to use his leadership position to work towards
compromise and consensus. Instead of hammering out a new understand-
ing of the constitutional right of privacy that could serve as the foundation
for a consistent line of adjudication, the Court produced a wavering line
of decisions brought about by shifting alliances of individual Justices. The
Court's decisions sometimes (and in some important ways) limited consti-
tutional protection for privacy, but in other times and ways they preserved
and even extended new constitutional guarantees to cover particular pri-
vacy interests, all without any unifying theory.
Had this been simply the product of the usual left-right Rehnquist
Court divide, the results would be less interesting. But as it happened, the
privacy issues the Court faced also frequently split Justices in the Court's
conservative wing. Each extension of privacy interests depended on the
affirmative votes of one or more conservative Justices, yet typically drew
critical fire from the extreme conservative end of the bench. 9 Each re-
striction or limitation stirred doubts from one or more of the conservative
Justices closer to the Court's center. 10 In the end, the Court's decisions
produced a privacy doctrine that is rather schizophrenic but far from
wholly conservative in its orientation. As it often does on matters of great
conflict, the Court wandered to the safer, if theoretically swampy, ground
in the center of the juridical spectrum.
Part of the problem, from a theoretical standpoint, was that the Jus-
tices linked to the conservative contingent of the Rehnquist Court found
different answers to the privacy dilemma, ranging from those (like Justice
Scalia) who would sacrifice most if not all of the privacy doctrine, to those
(like Justice Kennedy) who were ultimately willing to accept much of it
and even extend it to new situations. Somewhere near the middle of this
conservative array, and equally near (if not at) the Court's jurisprudential
fulcrum on privacy questions, were the Chief Justice himself and Justice
O'Connor.
9. Perhaps the best, and arguably one of the most controversial, example is
the Court's decision in Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558 (2003), striking down a
Texas law criminalizing same-sex relations. Justice Kennedy wrote the Court's
opinion, and Justice O'Connor concurred in the result, while Chief Justice Rehn-
quist, Justice Scalia and Justice Thomas vigorously dissented.
10. For a further discussion of an example, namely, Washington v. Glucksberg,
521 U.S. 702 (1997), see infra notes 18-47 and accompanying text.
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Although they occupied similar ground, the Chief Justice and Justice
O'Connor arrived there by different routes. A veteran of the early Burger
Court battles over privacy's fate, Chief Justice Rehnquist had already set
his course on privacy long before his tenure as Chief began." Consistent
with his Burger Court positions, he was prepared to do away with most
existing privacy doctrine (especially the Court's decisions on abortion),
and was unwilling to extend constitutional protection for any new inter-
ests, but was willing to retain some constitutional protection for familial
interests. A pivot Justice, compromiser and coalition-joiner by instinct,
Justice O'Connor stood resolutely on the fence on privacy questions, as
she did on so many of the Court's most divisive issues during her tenure. 12
Consistent with her general jurisprudential approach, she worked largely
within the existing privacy law framework, and she was willing to make
modest selective extensions of that framework to accommodate new inter-
ests. Except for the abortion cases (notably Planned Parenthood of Southeast-
ern Pennsylvania v. Casey13 ), Rehnquist and O'Connor frequently voted the
same way on privacy matters. But in the process they developed distinctly
different doctrinal approaches to the issues that illustrate their two distinct
conservative judicial personalities.
The death of the Chief Justice, Justice O'Connor's retirement and
their replacements by Chief Justice Roberts and Justice Alito inevitably
raise significant questions about the future of constitutional privacy law,
just as they do about other highly contested constitutional issues. Will the
new Chief Justice and Associate Justice vote in ways that track their prede-
cessors, or will they carve out new positions that change the center of grav-
ity on constitutional privacy? What will the new members of the Court
take and keep from the work of their predecessors? What will they reject
and discard? What lessons will they learn? Will the probably conservative
Roberts Court trim or drop the constitutional law of privacy as an unfortu-
nate and misguided liberal departure from the true Constitutional path?
Or will it fashion a new, probably conservative, yet firmly embraced princi-
ple of constitutional privacy that will extend into the first half of the
twenty-first century? Will it continue to vacillate among shifting coalitions?
Or will it work through some compromises to bring about a more consis-
tent doctrine?
For those who endorse the concept of a federal constitutional right of
privacy, the answer to these questions ought to be of considerable interest.
11. See, e.g., Keith E. Whittington, William H. Rehnquist: Nixon's Strict Construc-
tionist, Reagan's ChiefJustice, in REHNQUISTJUSTICE 8, 8-33 (Earl M. Maltz ed., 2003)
(discussing Rehnquist's tenure on Burger Court).
12. See, e.g., NANCY MAVEETy, JUSTICE SANDRA DAY O'CONNOR: STRATEGIST ON
THE SUPREME COURT 25-73 (1996) (exploring Justice O'Connor's judicial record as
well as her ability to maneuver alliances on Court); ROBERT W. VAN SICKEL, NOT A
PARTICULARLV DIFFERENT VOICE: THE JURISPRUDENCE OF SANDRA DAY O'CONNOR 43-
73 (1998) (discussing flexible, but consistent values that have shaped Justice
O'Connor's Court decisions).
13. 505 U.S. 833 (1992).
[Vol. 51: p. 859
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One token of its significance is the extent to which privacy interests fig-
ured in the questioning of Judges Roberts and Alito when they appeared
as nominees before the Senate Judiciary Committee. Both faced urgent
questions from left and right about their views regarding privacy. The
questioning focused most sharply on the bellwether issue of abortion
rights, but it extended to other privacy matters as well. Both nominees
avoided making any clear commitments. They acknowledged the exis-
tence of a constitutional right of privacy as an artifact of precedent, but
effectively deflected Senators' attempts to elicit any particulars about their
personal views of the doctrine's future. Notably, both cultivated a studied
ambiguity on the future of abortion rights, refusing to say little more
about Roe than the obvious facts that it was an important precedent that
had stood for three decades and survived many challenges. In Judge Al-
ito's case, the ambiguity provoked partisan opposition from many Senate
Democrats, producing a closer than usual, albeit ultimately successful,
confirmation vote.1 4
This Article is not about the abortion issue, but about the more gen-
eral question whether, beyond abortion, the right of privacy will carry
much force in the Roberts Court. I believe that it will, but that it will take
on a distinctively conservative cast, foreshadowed by some of the leading
privacy decisions of the Rehnquist years. To explore this conservative the-
ory of constitutional privacy, I will examine two Rehnquist Court decisions,
one by the Chief Justice and one by Justice O'Connor. I will use these
decisions as models for an investigation of their differing approaches to
the right of privacy, as emblems for the internal conflicts in the Rehnquist
Court's privacy jurisprudence, and as potential markers for the develop-
ment of a conservatively cast doctrine of constitutional privacy in the Rob-
erts Court.
The two cases happen to be ones where Chief Justice Rehnquist and
Justice O'Connor found themselves on the same side. One, Washington v.
Glucksberg,1 5 rejects a privacy claim of a right to assisted suicide. The
other, Troxel v. Granville,16 protects a claim to parental rights to control
child visitation. Both deal with issues that were highly controversial at the
time and promise to remain so. Each opinion typifies the judicial stance
of its author, while the juxtaposition of the two illustrates both their simi-
larities and their differences in approach in a way that illuminates a possi-
ble direction for a conservative twenty-first century vision of privacy.
14. See Hearings on the Nomination of Samuel A. Auto, Jr., to be an Associate Justice
of the Supreme Court of the United States, Before the Senate Committee on the Judiciary,
109th Cong. (2006) [hereinafter Alito Confirmation Hearings]; Hearings on the Nomi-
nation of John G. Roberts, Jr., to be Chief Justice of the United States, Before the Senate
Committee on the Judiciary, 109th Cong. (2005) [hereinafter Roberts Confirmation
Hearings].
15. 521 U.S. 702 (1997).
16. 530 U.S. 57 (2000).
863
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I will then consider what elements the two approaches share, where
they differ and what they portend for the future of privacy law in the Rob-
erts Court. In particular, I will look for elements in the two approaches
that might be blended into a new and more coherent conservative doc-
trine of constitutional privacy. In that connection, I will also comment on
the potential significance of the Rehnquist and O'Connor jurisprudence
for the Court's second assisted-suicide case, Gonzales v. Oregon,17 which was
the first sample of the Roberts Court's potential direction on constitu-
tional privacy.
II. WASHINGTON V. GLUCKSBERG
The issue in this case was whether the Due Process Clause gives termi-
nally ill patients a constitutional right to obtain professional medical assis-
tance in exercising a choice to end their lives.18 Indirectly, the case
presented the Court with an opportunity to take a position on the rights of
individuals to determine the circumstances of their own demise-what
many have termed a "right to die" or a right to "death with dignity." In
our aging, but medically and technologically advanced society, questions
concerning the existence of such a right have been gathering for at least a
generation. They have divided the medical community, spawned a diverse
ethical literature and sometimes produced bitter divisions within families
faced with the daunting task of coping with a loved one's terminal suffer-
ing. While modern medicine can often postpone the inevitable, there
comes a point where it cannot either significantly allay or prevent it, and
where the medical measures used to perpetuate life promise only to de-
stroy its quality. This situation poses a sharp ethical dilemma. While some
have registered profound religious and moral objections to any deliberate
human acts that hasten death, others believe that an individual's control
over the timing and terms of one's own demise are not only ethically ac-
ceptable but even morally superior to prolonged suffering or helplessness
at the hands of an impersonal and reflexive medical life-perpetuating ma-
chine. The claim of a right to "assisted suicide" in Glucksberg represented
an attempt to establish a constitutional foundation for an individual's
right to make for oneself such profound personal choices about the man-
ner of life's end. 19
In addressing this question in Glucksberg, the Court did not write on
an absolutely clean slate. To begin with, state common law (in some juris-
dictions buttressed by state constitutional law) had long recognized that
an individual's basic right of control over one's body included a right to
17. 126 S. Ct. 904 (2006).
18. See Glucksberg, 521 U.S. at 705-06.
19. For a discussion of assisted suicide and the right to die, see Symposium,
Physician-Assisted Suicide: Facing Death After Glucksberg and Quill, 82 MINN. L. REv.
885 (1998); Symposium, Visions of Death and Dying: Interdisciplinary Perspectives on the
Future of Medical Ethics, 24 HASTINGS CONST. L.Q. 863 (1997); Symposium, Physician-
Assisted Suicide, 35 DuQ. L. REv. 1 (1996).
864 [Vol. 51: p. 859
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make basic decisions about one's medical treatment, including a right to
refuse treatment, even against professional medical insistence that the de-
cision would hasten or precipitate death. More immediately, in Cruzan v.
Missouri Department of Health,2° the early Rehnquist Court had indirectly, if
somewhat awkwardly, given this right a due process constitutional dimen-
sion. Cruzan had involved an individual in a permanent vegetative state,
and the question was whether (and under what circumstances) the state
could prevent her family from seeking the withdrawal of treatment (in-
cluding nutrition and hydration) that would keep her alive but never
bring her back to consciousness. In that decision, in an opinion by Chief
Justice Rehnquist, the Court had held that the state could demand "clear
and convincing" evidence of the patient's wishes to refuse treatment
before allowing the family's choice. 21 Although the Court had cautiously
assumed without deciding the existence of a constitutional due process
right to refuse treatment, 22 its implicit conclusion that the state must with-
draw its opposition in the presence of clear and convincing evidence of
the patient's wish to refuse further life-sustenance backhandedly acknowl-
edged a fundamental, if qualified, due process interest in refusing further
medical intervention. The case has been fairly consistently read that way
ever since.2 3
Because of Cruzan, the question in Glucksbergwas no longer the broad
question whether the Due Process Clause recognized a right to make fun-
damental choices about ending life-sustaining medical treatment, but the
narrower question whether this right extended from the negative choice
involved in Cruzan (withdrawal of sustenance) to an affirmative choice that
would require medical intervention to hasten demise. Glucksberg also in-
volved a potential extension from the narrow circumstances of a perma-
nently vegetative patient to the broader (though still limited) class of
patients who, though conscious and in command of their own faculties,
face imminent and certain death from terminal illness. Such an extension
was of great potential social and political consequence because a decision
in the patients' favor would affect a substantially greater number of indi-
viduals. It would also mean a constitutional reordering of state law be-
cause at that time every state prohibited assisted suicide in one way or
another. 24 It would thus place the Court at odds with state law and policy
in a way that the decisional rights implicit in Cruzan had not. Conservative
values of federalism and judicial restraint were clearly implicated. In the
briefing and oral argument leading up to the Court's decision, conserva-
tive warning signals against the dangers of an expansive view of the consti-
20. 497 U.S. 261, 278-79 (1990).
21. See id. at 280-81.
22. See id. at 279.
23. See Glucksberg, 521 U.S. at 720 (noting that Cruzan "assumed, and strongly
suggested, that the Due Process Clause protects the traditional right to refuse un-
wanted lifesaving medical treatment").
24. See id. at 710.
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tutional right of privacy were clearly going off, particularly in a great deal
of the questioning from the bench. 2 5
In the event, the Court rejected the claim. Perhaps surprisingly, there
was virtual unanimity on the result, giving the Rehnquist Court a rare op-
portunity to issue an opinion on constitutional privacy that was not sharply
contested. ChiefJustice Rehnquist assigned to himself the task of crafting
such an opinion, and he endeavored to use it to lay the foundation for a
restricted vision of constitutional privacy. Characteristically, however,
Rehnquist did not succeed in getting his Court to speak with one voice. In
fact, the decision in Glucksberg generated no fewer than six opinions by
individual Justices. Instead of speaking with Marshallian majesty, the
Court fractured in its reasoning in a fashion that recalled the pre-Marshall
practices of seriatim decision making.
I won't belabor this article with a play-by-play description of the Chief
Justice's reasoning, but I will attempt to pull from his analysis what I con-
sider to be his principal methodological contributions to a conservative or
restrained doctrine of constitutional privacy. In this regard, several fea-
tures of Glucksberg stand out: a reformulation of constitutional privacy
from a freestanding constitutional guarantee to a more limited incident of
due process "liberty"; a narrow characterization of previously recognized
interests aimed at reducing their precedential value; an energetic separa-
tion-of-powers and federalism-based argument extolling the relative virtue
of legislative over judicial resolution of contested social questions; an
equally energetic critique of the vice of premature judicial intervention;
cautious reliance on traditional standards of review (here "mere rational-
ity") as the medium for judicial restraint; and tolerance, in the interests of
federalism, for potential inter-state variation in legal response. I will de-
scribe each of these features in succession.
Perhaps the most significant doctrinal element of Rehnquist's opin-
ion in Glucksberg is his characterization of constitutional rights regarding
medical treatment as a species of "liberty" interest.2 6 Nowhere in the
opinion does he refer to the interest at stake as a right of constitutional
"privacy." This verbal shift is more than mere semantics; it exhibits a de-
liberate departure from the Burger Court's precedent. For many years
after Griswold, it was customary for the Court to acknowledge that the Con-
stitution protected an individual right of "privacy," and to ask whether the
interest at stake in the case before it came within the scope of that consti-
tutional privacy protection. 27 From Rehnquist's perspective, however, this
was at least part of what got the Court in trouble in cases like Roe, because
it enabled the Justices to leapfrog over the hard threshold question
25. See Transcript of Oral Argument at 13-14, 17-24, 27-35, Glucksberg, 521 U.S.
702 (No. 96-110), available at 1997 WL 13671 (recording oral argument
discussions).
26. See Glucksberg, 521 U.S. at 719-20.
27. See, e.g., Carey v. Population Servs. Int'l, 431 U.S. 678, 685 (1977) (discuss-
ing extent of privacy rights with respect to procreation).
[Vol. 51: p. 859
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whether the interest itself was one that was deeply rooted in our democ-
racy. Because privacy had already been determined to be so rooted, the
Burger Court needed only to determine that the interest itself was linked
to privacy to give it constitutional weight. Rehnquist objected to that ap-
proach as slipshod bootstrap thinking.2 8 Instead, as Glucksberg illustrates,
he demanded that each interest guaranteed under Due Process must be
independently proven as a facet of constitutional "liberty." This approach
reflects the judgment, originally decried by Justice Black in his Griswold
dissent,29 then later embraced by Justice Stewart in his Roe concurrence, 30
that constitutional privacy is actually a species of "substantive due process"
thinking.
This was an important shift for Rehnquist and his Court for at least
two reasons. First, it brought to bear negative momentum from all the
decades of objections to substantive due process that marked the Court's
recoil, from the FDR period onward, to the activist invalidation of eco-
nomic regulation under substantive due process reasoning that had
animated much of the Court's work during the first third of the twentieth
century. Thanks to the post-FDR decades ofjudicial development, "liberty
interests" claiming the protection of substantive due process now come to
the Court with substantial negative momentum-one might even call it a
presumption of non-fundamentality-that a law's challenger must over-
come. Second, it meant that each claimed "liberty" interest must make its
own way: there is no fundamentality by association with other liberty
claims. In the Burger days, the Court sometimes worked by analogy from
one privacy interest to another. Glucksberg signaled that this form of func-
tionalist and analogical thinking was suspect. Instead, each interest must
be considered on its own, independent of any others the Court might have
recognized in previous cases.3 1 Thus, the analogy from withdrawal of life
support to medical assistance in hastening death on which the claim for
assisted suicide largely rested would not suffice.
To further restrict the Court's inquiry, Chief Justice Rehnquist also
demanded that each interest claiming constitutional status must be de-
28. This objection traces to Rehnquist's dissent in Roe, where he characterized
a general interest in privacy (outside the Fourth Amendment context of search
and seizure) as "no more than that the claim of a person to be free from unwanted
state regulation of consensual transactions" which "may be a form of 'liberty' pro-
tected by the Fourteenth Amendment" that is "not guaranteed absolutely against
deprivation, only against deprivation without due process of law." Roe v. Wade, 410
U.S. 113, 172-73 (1973) (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).
29. See Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479, 507 (1965) (Black, J.,
dissenting).
30. See Roe, 410 U.S. at 167-68 (Stewart, J., concurring)
31. This "liberty" interest approach also appears in Cruzan v. Missouri Depart-
ment of Health, 497 U.S. 261, 277-78 (1990). For a particularly strict formulation of
this approach, adopting a narrow construction of constitutional protection for
family relationships, see justice Scalia's plurality opinion in Michael H. v. Gerald D.,
491 U.S. 110, 121-24 (1989). For an equally strong rejoinder, seeJustice Brennan's
dissent in Michael H., 491 U.S. at 141-45 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
9
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fined with precision, both those the Court had previously recognized and
those being claimed in the instant case. In reasoning parallel to Justice
White's discussion of same-sex relations in Bowers v. Hardwick,32 Rehnquist
insisted that all "liberty" interests must be carefully defined. This require-
ment of narrow definition arguably made the topography of constitutional
discourse less slippery, because it made distinguishing earlier case law
much easier. Following this approach in Glucksberg, Rehnquist rejected as
semantically inappropriate and overbroad any discussion of a constitu-
tional "right to die."33 To the contrary, he characterized the interest as-
sumed in Cruzan as a negative right to "refuse medical treatment," which
he sharply distinguished from the claim in Glucksberg of an affirmative
right to obtain assistance, not for treatment but for "suicide." Cruzan, in
other words, was about issues of medicine and health, while Glucksberg had
nothing to do with either, but was instead about a form of homicide.
With respect to the claimed interest in Glucksberg, defined as a right to
assisted suicide, the ChiefJustice still further confined judicial authority by
stressing the important role that legislatures both historically had played
and continued to play with respect to defining the legal circumstances of
death. Part of this approach was what might be characterized as a "tip-of-
the-iceberg" historical analysis (once again reminiscent of the Court's de-
cision about the legal regulation of sodomy in Bowers34) which tallied the
traditional criminal-law regulation of suicide and assisted suicide by the
states and used the results of the tally to suggest that the interest lacked
fundamental character.35 ChiefJustice Rehnquist, however, also added to
the analysis an assessment of contemporary debate about the rights of the
terminally ill to choose the circumstances of their own inevitable death.
He stressed the vigor of contemporary national debate on the subject, and
the important role to be played by state legislatures as focal points for that
debate. 36 He intimated that it would be a negative blow for democracy if
the Court were to intervene in an ongoing discussion of social policy, thus
preempting the legislatures' role by prematurely declaring a constitution-
ally based right to assisted suicide. 37
32. 478 U.S. 186, 190-95 (1986), overruled by Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558
(2003).
33. See Washington v. Glucksberg, 521 U.S. 702, 722-24 (1997).
34. See Bowers, 478 U.S. at 192-94.
35. See Glucksberg, 521 U.S. at 710-18.
36. See id. at 716-19.
37. See id. One is struck by an implicit contrast to Roe v. Wade. At the time Roe
was decided, the issue of legalizing abortion was a hot legislative topic in many
states. The Supreme Court's decision in Roe effectively cut off such legislative de-
bate by setting a fairly specific set of constitutional rules for the constitutionality of
abortion regulation. ChiefJustice Rehnquist was a persistent critic of this aspect of
Roe. See, e.g., Webster v. Reprod. Health Servs. 492 U.S. 490, 520-21 (1989) (sum-
marizing analysis for determining constitutionality of abortion regulation estab-
lished by ruling in Roe).
[Vol. 51: p. 859
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By stressing the value of deliberative democracy in resolving questions
about assisted suicide, Rehnquist took up one of the themes that has been
used to structure constitutional law since the United States v. Carolene Prod-
ucts38 decision. The rule in Carolene Products (in contrast to the various
footnote four exceptions) attaches a presumption of legitimacy to the leg-
islative products of representative democracy and warns against judicial
encroachment on legislative discretion. 39 Building on this principle,
Rehnquist's Glucksberg opinion implies that a more durable solution to the
debates about end-of-life issues will evolve if public discussion is allowed to
mature into legislative action. By imposing a premature judicial resolu-
tion, the Court would artificially cut off that debate. Thus, as with the FDR
Court's reaction against economic substantive due process, here as well
the prevailing norm should be judicial restraint in deference to represen-
tative democracy. The virtue of judicial inaction on the question of as-
sisted suicide is that it allows legislative deliberation and eventual action to
proceed. Chief Justice Rehnquist's opinion suggests that state legislatures
may one day be persuaded of the virtue of allowing assisted suicide, and
that courts should let that happen if this occurs. But until the legislatures
of the nation have spoken with some sort of clarity, the Court should with-
hold any judgments of its own on the merits of the assisted suicide
question.
In Glucksberg, the principal methodological implement for such judi-
cial restraint is the time-honored formula for abstract rationality review: a
statute prohibiting assisted suicide should be upheld if, as an abstract mat-
ter, it is rationally related to a legitimate government interest. In the in-
stance of assisted suicide, the Court was able, quite easily, to assign a
substantial array of abstract legitimate state interests, beginning with the
state's interest in protecting life, and including its traditional role in regu-
lating the medical profession, protecting vulnerable individuals from
fraud and undue influence, safeguarding rights of those with disabilities
and so forth. What may be most noteworthy about this discussion in Gluck-
sberg is that it is not a formality. Rather than a cursory recital of a handful
of "conceivable bases," the Court's opinion explores in detail the reasons
why the state's asserted interests are significant and might rationally sup-
port a legislature's unwillingness to permit medical intervention to hasten
death. 40 In light of the arguments before the Court, this discussion may
have been intended to forestall (or co-opt) arguments for a "heightened"
rationality-with-some-bite review, such as the one suggested by the Solicitor
General, arguing as amicus curiae.41 But it nonetheless stands in some con-
trast to other cases involving rationality review of purely economic regula-
38. 304 U.S. 144 (1938).
39. See id. at 152.
40. See Glucksberg, 521 U.S. at 728-35.
41. See Brief for the United States as Amicus Curiae Supporting Petitioners,
Glucksberg, 521 U.S. 702 (No. 96-110), available at 1996 WL 663185.
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tion, where the Court's recitation of legitimate interests often comes
across as almost perfunctory.4 2
Finally, Chief Justice Rehnquist's opinion touches throughout on the
virtues of federalism. Although the decision does not make any direct al-
lusions, its entire tenor is that states can play a valuable role as federalism's
"laboratories" for social experimentation with assisted suicide (and pre-
sumably other end-of-life decision making issues as well). 43 Some states
may choose (as Oregon has since the Glucksberg decision 44 ) to allow as-
sisted suicide in limited circumstances, and their experience with it will
yield valuable information on its effects, good or ill, for society at large.
Over time, other states might join in the experiment, or they might recoil
from the experience, depending upon the results it yields. Whatever en-
sues from this process produces a surer and more tested outcome for soci-
ety than a premature determination by a Court bent on experimenting
with new constitutional rights. Though their decisions may lack the rela-
tive permanence of constitutional doctrine, from this point of view the
legislatures are ultimately better guardians of civil liberties, and better de-
terminants of the contours of privacy, than are the courts.
Justice O'Connorjoined the ChiefJustice's majority opinion in Gluck-
sberg, but she also filed one of the several separate opinions in the case,
and her concurrence rang a distinctly different chime. O'Connor ob-
served that the case only implicated questions of medical intervention to
accomplish death, not treatment for alleviation from pain. She thus clari-
fied that her vote rested partly on the assumption that state laws prohibit-
ing assisted suicide would not impair the ability of medical professionals to
provide their terminally ill patients with adequate alleviation from the
symptoms of pain their terminal conditions produced. 45 If this were not
the case, Justice O'Connor hinted that she might be willing to entertain a
limited constitutional interest in receiving affirmative medical interven-
tion in order to relieve severe chronic pain associated with terminal ill-
ness, even in circumstances where the intervention substantially hastened
death. She did not directly address this question, leaving it for another
42. See, e.g., Williamson v. Lee Optical, 348 U.S. 483, 487-88 (1955) (provid-
ing cursory examination of possible reasons for statute requiring medical prescrip-
tion for obtaining eyeglasses).
43. See Glucksberg, 521 U.S. at 719 (noting that "the States are currently en-
gaged in serious, thoughtful examinations of physician-assisted suicide and other
similar issues"); cf FERC v. Mississippi, 456 U.S. 742, 787-88 (1982) (O'Connor, J.,
dissenting) (noting that "[c]ourts and commentators frequently have recognized
that the 50 States serve as laboratories for the development of new social, eco-
nomic, and political ideas"); New State Ice Co. v. Liebman, 285 U.S. 262, 311(1932) (Brandeis, J., dissenting) (opposing constitutional "limitations set by courts
upon [state] experimentation in the fields of social and economic science").
44. For a further discussion of Gonzales v. Oregon, 126 S. Ct. 904 (2006), see
infra notes 97-104 and accompanying text.
45. See Glucksberg, 521 U.S. at 737-38 (O'Connor, J., concurring).
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day. 46 Nevertheless, by raising it, she suggested a potential limitation on
the scope of state legislative discretion.
From the standpoint of constitutional privacy doctrine, Justice
O'Connor's concurrence was significant because it signaled some unwill-
ingness on her part to adhere rigidly to all of the key restrictive precepts in
ChiefJustice Rehnquist's analysis. For example, she implicitly rejected the
affirmative/negative distinction drawn by the majority. Constitutional
protection could, in her view, extend beyond a mere right to refuse, to
include a right to obtain affirmative medical intervention, at least in the
circumstance of severe pain. FurtherJustice O'Connor did not undertake
to establish an historic state-law or common-law pedigree for the interest
in pain relief. She might, of course, demand proof of such a pedigree
before recognizing the interest in a future case. But her suggestion that
extreme pain might be different seems primarily grounded in an under-
standing of the prerequisites for maintaining human dignity in the face of
impending death. She also opened the constitutional door (albeit in the
relatively safe zone of a non-precedential concurrence) to reasoning that
is loosely comparable to the "undue burden" analysis in Casey.47 The state
could rationally demand that medical professionals treating terminally ill
patients must let the illness run its course, but not at the price of the pa-
tient's intense and unrelieved pain. To this extent, O'Connor's analysis
seems founded on an approach potentially at odds with some of the re-
strictive precepts in Rehnquist's analysis, and might be closer in structure
to the argument the respondent advanced in favor of medical assistance
for patient decisions to hasten death.
III. TROXEL v. GRANVILLE
The issue in Troxel was the power of state family courts to order visita-
tion with non-parents over the objection of a fit parent.48 The State of
Washington had enacted a statute that was interpreted by the state's Su-
preme Court as authority for ordering visitation to any petitioner, against
the parent's objection, whenever the family court determined that the visi-
tation was in the child's best interest. In the Troxel matter, the state family
court had ordered the custodial mother, whose parental fitness was not
questioned, to permit regular visitation between her two daughters and
the children's paternal grandparents after the death (by suicide) of the
children's biological father. Before the biological father's death, the
grandparents had a significant previous relationship with their grandchil-
dren. Although the children's mother (who later married another man
after the biological father's death) did not object to limited visitation with
the paternal grandparents, the grandparents sought, and the family court
46. See id.
47. See Planned Parenthood of Se. Pa. v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 874-75 (1992)
(joint opinion of O'Connor, Kennedy & Souter, JJ.).
48. See Troxel v. Granville, 530 U.S. 57, 60-63 (2000).
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ordered, significantly more visitation than the mother thought appropri-
ate. The family court judge justified his decision entirely on the determi-
nation that, notwithstanding the mother's objections, more extensive
grandparent visitation was in the children's "best interests."49
The Washington Supreme Court overturned the family court's deci-
sion by sustaining a federal constitutional attack on the visitation statute.
In the Washington Supreme Court's view, the statute was constitutionally
defective because it allowed the court simply to substitute its judgment for
that of a fit parent, absent any showing that implementation of the par-
ent's choice would work any material harm to the children. 50 The case
thus presented at least two constitutional issues: 1) whether (and to what
degree) the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment protected
a fit parent's right to determine visitation with her children, and 2)
whether the "harm" standard adopted by the Washington Supreme Court
correctly defined the scope of that constitutional protection. A subsidiary
question, as it turned out, was whether the appropriate mode of constitu-
tional analysis in this case was to address the constitutionality of the statute
on its face (as the lower court had done), or as applied to the facts of the
Troxel/Granville dispute.
There was no majority outcome in the Supreme Court of the United
States. Justice O'Connor's opinion for a plurality agreed with the Wash-
ington courts that the statute was unconstitutional but eschewed the
breadth of the lower court's reasoning. 51 In particular, the plurality
elected to consider the narrower problem of the constitutionality of the
statute as it had been applied, rather than addressing the full range of
potential applications that would be at issue in a facial challenge. Addi-
tionally, the plurality rejected the Washington court's "harm" standard on
the grounds that it was unnecessary in the circumstances to go that far.
Instead, the plurality concluded that the statute's "best interest" standard,
as applied by the trial court, failed to give adequate weight to the parent's
decision. 52
As in the discussion of Glucksberg above, my focus will be on the most
noteworthy structural and methodological features of Justice O'Connor's
opinion. I believe the most prominent of those features are these: empha-
sis on the judicial pedigree of parental due process rights; emphasis on the
correspondence of the parent's right with limitations on the competence
(and hence the power) of the state to make critical child-rearing decisions;
characterization of the Washington statute involved in the case as an "out-
lier" that pushed the limits ofjudicial intervention beyond those observed
by other jurisdictions; the use of process, particularly presumptions and
associated evidentiary standards, to safeguard substance; the use of an in-
49. See id.
50. See id. at 62-63 (citing In re Smith, 969 P.2d 21 (Wash. 1998)).
51. See id. at 73.
52. See id. at 69-70, 72-73.
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termediate (more-than-rational but less-than-strict) and open-ended bal-
ance-of-interests form of scrutiny; and reservation of future "wiggle room"
by converting the case from a facial to an as-applied challenge. On each
of these facets, Troxel's reasoning sets up an interesting contrast with Gluck-
sberg that helps to explain their different outcomes.
In acknowledging the presence of a constitutionally protected due
process interest in parental raising of a child, Justice O'Connor carefully
noted the interest's long pedigree as "perhaps the oldest" fundamental
liberty recognized by the Court, stretching back well past Griswold to some
of the Court's earliest due process privacy decisions. 53 She also traced the
Court's recognition of this interest through several periods of constitu-
tional history from those early days up to the present. 54 In contrast to the
novel constitutional claim in Glucksberg, the claim being asserted in Troxel
was already a recognized part of the fabric of the law. In defining the
nature of the parent's interest as an interest in "care, custody and control"
of children,5 5 Justice O'Connor adhered to language that had been used
to define that interest in earlier opinions. She also narrowed the scope of
the interest by stressing both that it was limited to circumstances of paren-
tal fitness and that it was not absolute, but could be overridden by the state
in limited circumstances. Throughout her discussion, she stressed the
consistency of the Court's handling of parental rights, and what she re-
garded as the continuity of its decision in the present situation with past
precedent. Justice O'Connor thus relied on the procedural conservatism
of stare decisis as a warrant for finding and defining the scope of due pro-
cess in the present circumstance. 56
While she recognized the need for a state role in the care of children,
particularly in light of modern developments contributing to the break-
down of the nuclear family and the development of shifting family rela-
tionships, Justice O'Connor also noted that constitutional protection for
parental decision making corresponds to a social consensus regarding the
limits of state authority. This consensus recognizes the superior compe-
tence of fit parents to make the myriad decisions required in the raising of
a child.5 7 The existence of a constitutional right, in this case, thus corre-
sponds to an important limitation on state authority, and the liberty inter-
est at stake is as much about defining the limits of state intervention in
family relationships and recognizing limits on state competence to act as a
53. See id. at 65.
54. See id. at 65-66.
55. See id. Note, however, the relative breadth of this characterization in con-
trast to Glucksberg. Justice O'Connor could have described the interest in Troxel
more narrowly, for example as the interest of parents in restricting visitation by a
child's blood relatives, a formulation that would have created a potential distinc-
tion from prior cases recognizing parental rights, none of which had dealt with
visitation.
56. See id.
57. See id. at 65 ("'The child is not the mere creature of the state ..
(quoting Pierce v. Soc'y of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510, 535 (1925))).
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substitute parent as it is about protecting the freedom of the individual.
The message is that the state must have the power to intervene when tradi-
tional family structures break down, but that it is at best only a poor substi-
tute for a fit parent when basic family relationships and structures are
intact.
This emphasis on the relationship between constitutional rights and
limits on state competence formed an important dimension of Justice
O'Connor's constitutional analysis. It led her to require that the statutory
machinery authorizing state intervention in familial arrangements must
recognize the inherent limitations on state competence (and by the same
token the superior competence of the fit parent) by according some level
of structural preference for the decisions of a fit parent regarding her
child's needs. 58 As with Glucksberg, her opinion did not directly allude to
the Carolene Products doctrine,59 but her analysis fits well within its frame-
work. Because of the fit parent's superiority over the state in deciding
what is best for the child, it would be inappropriate to indulge Carolene
Products' usual presumption of legislative authority and legitimacy no mat-
ter when, why or how the legislature chose to intervene in family matters.
The usual presumptive legitimacy of legislation was further under-
mined in this instance by the fact that the Washington statute did not
adhere in important respects to the typical pattern of state laws regarding
custody. In particular, Justice O'Connor emphasized the statute's ex-
traordinary breadth in the authority it granted to family courts to supplant
the decisions of fit parents. 60 While noting that all fifty states supply some
sort of statutory mechanism for ordering third-party visitation, she con-
trasted the breadth of the Washington statute with several other state
schemes that placed limitations either on who might apply for visitation or
on the substantive authority of the court to override fit parents' choices, or
both. 6 1 Justice O'Connor thus implied that the Washington statute was
out of line with what other states were doing. She noted that the state
courts could have interpreted the statute more narrowly (and she at least
implied that the result might have been different had they done so), but
in fact they had not, rendering the statute an outlier in the array of state
child visitation laws.6 2
This analysis led to what may be the most noteworthy aspect ofJustice
O'Connor's opinion in TroxeL Rather than attempting to define the limit
on state authority in substantive terms, Justice O'Connor turned to a pro-
cess-oriented analysis. The critical flaw in the Washington scheme, she
asserted, was with the process it employed to determine the relative state
and parental interests. In particular, the state's system failed to accord the
58. See id. at 69, 72-73.
59. See United States v. Carolene Prods. Co., 304 U.S. 144, 152 n.4 (1938).
60. See Troxel, 530 U.S. at 73.
61. See id. at 73-74.
62. See id. at 67, 75.
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fit parent's determination the presumption of correctness, or "special
weight" to which it was entitled.63 This presumption, in turn, placed an
evidentiary burden on those who would challenge a fit parent's decision to
demonstrate "special factors that might justify the state's interference" to
override parental choice. 64 Concern for a child's "best interests" alone is
not enough, because a naked application of that standard would allow the
court simply to substitute its judgment for that of the parents in almost any
situation. It would reverse the roles of parent and state, allowing the state
(through the family court judge) primary authority in any circumstance
where it thought that the state had a "better" idea. Indeed, in this case,
the family court went even further by effectively erecting a presumption
against the mother's choice.6 5 Justice O'Connor stressed that the family
court's handling of the case effectively placed the burden on the mother
to overcome what amounted to a presumption in favor of additional
grandparent visitation.
66
A curious aspect of the plurality opinion in Troxel was its failure to
determine with any precision the applicable constitutional standard of re-
view. In fact, there is some evidence that an internal Court dispute over
the standard of review contributed to the Court's failure to muster a ma-
jority rationale. 67 Perhaps because of that division, Justice O'Connor's
opinion avoided articulating any clear standard of review. Internal evi-
dence suggests, however, that as a functional matter, O'Connor's opinion
exercises a review that is a good bit less exacting than formal strict scru-
tiny, but a good bit more exacting than the abstract rationality standard
employed in cases like Glucksberg.
We know clearly that O'Connor's opinion did not adopt strict scru-
tiny, because Justice Thomas's concurrence in the judgment objected to
the plurality approach in part for precisely that reason. 68 We also know by
63. See id. at 69-70. Interestingly, the plurality drew this presumption require-
ment from an earlier procedural due process decision, Parham v. JR, 442 U.S.
584, 602 (1979). See also Troxel, 530 U.S. at 69 (concluding that "[t]he decisional
framework" employed by trial court "contravened the traditional presumption that
a fit parent will act in the best interest of his or her child").
64. See Troxel, 530 U.S. at 68.
65. See id. at 67.
66. See id. at 69.
67. Justice Thomas concurred in the result, in part on the ground that if pa-
rental rights were to be recognized as entitled to due process protection, regula-
tions interfering with them should be subject to strict scrutiny. He noted that
none of the other Troxel opinions recognizing the parental right "articulates the
appropriate standard of review." Id. at 80 (Thomas, J., concurring).
68. See id. (plurality opinion). Had the plurality applied traditional strict scru-
tiny, its analysis would have proceeded down a different track. The Troxels, as
defenders of the statutory scheme and the trial court's order under it, would have
been obliged to prove that the statute was narrowly tailored to serve a compelling
governmental interest. Presumably the "best interests of the child" standard would
have satisfied the compelling interest prong of the test, so the determinative ques-
tion would have been whether the statute employed narrowly tailored means to
achieve it. Analysis of this issue would probably have turned on the issue of statu-
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inference that rationality was not the standard. Had it been, one could
certainly have made a "rational" case for increased visitation on the facts-
indeed, the trial judge had done so. The Troxels were not only the chil-
dren's paternal grandparents; they had also played a significant and evi-
dently loving role in their grandchildren's care and development while
the children's biological father was alive, and as a result, they enjoyed a
close and significant relationship with their two granddaughters. They
were, in short, appealing petitioners whose continued involvement in their
grandchildren's life would probably contribute materially to the children's
well-being. The trial judge's conclusion that more time with them would
be in the granddaughters' best interest was thus a "rational" judgment.69
Indeed, almost any good-faith judgment following the state's "best inter-
est" standard would have to be equally "rational." But Justice O'Connor
demanded more. She did not accept a rational explanation, however
plausible it might seem, as sufficient to override the parent's different
choice, particularly when, as here, the parent did not object to some grand-
parent visitation. 70 Instead, Justice O'Connor stressed that, in our "far
from perfect" world, 71 what seems beneficial in the abstract may not always
be so in practice. More importantly, the family court's reasoning lacked
the "special factors" that would be needed to overcome the "presumption"
attaching "significant" or "material" weight to the parent's decision. 72
Justice O'Connor made no attempt to identify what sort of justifica-
tion might meet her "special factors" test. Rather, she preferred to keep
the ends of that test wide open, recognizing that the states needed some
maneuvering room to respond to rapid social changes in the structure of
the family. Even though this was an "as applied" decision, she emphasized
that it was the structure of the state's decision making process that both-
ered her, not necessarily the fact of its intervention, even in this particular
situation. 73 This gave the opinion a rather odd texture, one that feels a
great deal like a facial ruling masquerading as an as-applied decision. The
constitutional defect was in the way the statute structured the decisional
process, a flaw that would presumably exist in every case brought under it.
So why should the Court issue only an as-applied result?
The answer, I think, is that as-applied analysis accomplished mini-
mum displacement of state law. As long as a state's conclusion afforded
appropriate weight to the parent's choice, no particular outcome would
tory overbreadth. See, e.g., Palmore v. Sidoti, 466 U.S. 429, 432-34 (1984) (applying
strict scrutiny to judicial child-custody decision based on race). While by no means
impossible, it may have proved more difficult for the plurality to fold its process-
oriented presumption analysis into this strict scrutiny structure.
69. See Troxel, 530 U.S. at 69, 71 (discussing trial court's decision favoring
greater grandparent visitation).
70. See id. at 71.
71. See id. at 70.
72. See id. at 69-70, 72.
73. See id. at 73.
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be necessarily foreclosed. Moreover, hardly any damage was done to state
law itself. Indeed, any state statutory scheme was acceptable to the plural-
ity as long as it incorporated the constitutionally recognized presumption
and the associated evidentiary standards that went with it.7 4 This was
something that presumably could be done as an interpretive matter by the
state judiciary under almost any statutory scheme. In this respect, there is
a notable parallelism between Troxel and Cruzan. In both, the Court used
standards of proof as measures for affording a qualified constitutional pro-
tection that did not interrupt the administration of state law. 75
The decision in Troxel sets up a nice contrast with Glucksberg. In Gluck-
sberg, the claimed constitutional interest was novel and virtually unrecog-
nized in the law, whereas the interest in Troxel enjoyed a long judicial
pedigree and widespread recognition in the fabric of state family law. In
Glucksberg, the Court emphasized the superior competence of state legisla-
tures to resolve, in democratic fashion, pressing social questions, while in
Troxel, the plurality stressed the limits on state competence to intervene in
families headed by fit parents. In Glucksberg, the law prohibiting assisted
suicide was consistent with the national legislative pattern, while in Troxel,
the law gave family courts vastly broader power than such courts enjoyed
in other jurisdictions. In Glucksberg, the Court indulged a presumption of
governmental legitimacy, while in Troxe4 the plurality demanded a pre-
sumption of superior parental responsibility. In Glucksberg, the Court up-
held the assisted suicide statute on its face, on a showing of abstract
rationality, while in Troxel, the Court found the law unconstitutional as
applied, because of its failure to require special factors beyond a rational
assertion of best interest. In Glucksberg, the Court refused to overturn the
laws of fifty states, while in Troxel, the Court structured its decision to cor-
rect a state law aberration in a way that minimized the decision's impact
on existing family law.
IV. TOWARD A CONSERVATIVE THEORY OF CONSTITUTIONAL PRIVACY
If constitutional privacy is to have much of a future in the Supreme
Court, at least in the foreseeable future, it must do so as a conservative
constitutional doctrine. With the confirmations of Chief Justice Roberts
and Justice Alito, at least twelve of the last fourteen new appointments to
the Court, spanning a period of more than thirty-five years, have been of
Justices who were as or more conservative than the Justices they re-
placed.76 More importantly, with Justice Alito's confirmation, there is now
74. Justice O'Connor contrasted the Washington statute to a variety of other
state statutes which she implied would satisfy constitutional requirements. See id. at
70.
75. Cf Cruzan v. Missouri Dep't of Health, 497 U.S. 261, 280-83 (1990) (up-
holding state's clear and convincing evidentiary standard as constitutionally suffi-
cient for determination of patient's right to refuse medical treatment).
76. The fourteen Justices added to the Court (with the Justices they replaced
in parentheses) were: Burger (Warren); Blackmun (Fortas); Powell (Black); Rehn-
877
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a solid conservative majority that is likely to hold firm on many civil liber-
ties issues on the Court, including many aspects of the privacy-related issue
of abortion. That conservative phalanx, moreover, includes all the Justices
on the Court who are under the age of sixty-five. Given the Court's age
demographics it is thus likely that the Court will speak with a conservative
voice for years, even if the prevailing national political mood becomes
more liberal. Thus, if constitutional privacy is to advance in the first third
of the twenty-first century, it must do so as a conservative doctrine.
Is that possible?
What a conservative doctrine of constitutional privacy might look like
is an open question. Over the last forty years, constitutional privacy has
been, primarily, a progressive constitutional doctrine. With the prospect
of solid conservative Supreme Court majorities on the horizon, however,
the doctrine will have to be reformulated to reflect important conservative
values if it is to continue to have any traction.
An appeal to process conservatism alone probably is not the answer,
but it may help.7 7 It was rather striking, in this regard, that in Chief Jus-
tice Roberts's confirmation hearings he affirmed the existence of a consti-
tutional right of privacy and explained it in terms that corresponded fairly
closely with the Court's analysis in Griswold. Justice Alito also acknowl-
edged that a constitutional right of privacy is settled law. Although neither
nominee gave much detail about the content of constitutional privacy,
their willingness to accept its existence as a component of constitutional
jurisprudence suggests the possibility that earlier trenchant conservative
critiques of Griswold as a fundamentally dishonest and shoddy form of con-
stitutional expansionism may no longer figure prominently in conservative
constitutional sentiment regarding the right of privacy. Like other consti-
tutional doctrines that were novel in their time but that have achieved
wide acceptance, the original theoretical underpinnings of constitutional
quist (Harlan); Stevens (Douglas); O'Connor (Stewart); Scalia (Rehnquist, after
Rehnquist replaced Burger as Chief); Kennedy (Powell); Souter (Brennan);
Thomas (Thurgood Marshall); Ginsburg (Byron White); Breyer (Blackmun); Rob-
erts (Rehnquist); and Alito (O'Connor). Of these, only the appointment of Gins-
burg to replace White and Breyer to replace Blackmun might be regarded as
replacing a departing Justice with a more liberal new appointment. For the re-
cord, these changes occurred over a period of ten presidential terms of office
(seven Republican, three Democrat), during which seven different Presidents (five
Republican, two Democrat) served, all but one of whom made at least one appoint-
ment to the Supreme Court.
77. Process conservatism was part of what saved Roe v. Wade from being totally
overruled in Casey. See Planned Parenthood of Se. Pa., 505 U.S. 833, 854-61 (1992)
(identifying and applying principles of stare decisis as factors supporting partial re-
affirmation of Roe). That fact cuts both ways, however, in terms of its utility to
protect other aspects of constitutional privacy. On the one hand, the stare decisis
theory advanced in Casey ought to apply as well to important landmark privacy
cases, such as Griswold. On the other hand, if a conservative coalition forms to
limit or overrule Casey, the Justices in that coalition may base their decision in part
on the claim that Casey overvalued the virtue of stare decisis in constitutional deci-
sion making.
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privacy law may no longer invite reexamination. The doctrine may have
attained sufficient seniority to occupy a relatively secure constitutional
niche, regardless of how cramped that niche may become.
The more vexing question, however, is whether, and to what degree,
privacy can be made to cohere with substance conservatism on the Su-
preme Court. To that end, I offer a blending of Glucksberg and Troxel as
the beginnings of a model for what substantively conservative constitu-
tional privacy might look like. Weaving the two decisions together pro-
duces six tentative principles for a conservative privacy jurisprudence.
A. Liberty, Not Privacy
The first principle is that, Griswold notwithstanding, there is no free-
standing constitutional right of privacy, at least not in the same sense that
there is a freestanding right to freedom of expression or free exercise of
religion. Rather, constitutionally protected privacy interests either derive
directly from one of the existing enumerated constitutional guarantees
(such as the freedom of association under the First Amendment, protec-
tion from search and seizure under the Fourth Amendment and so forth)
or they represent incidents of constitutionally protected "liberty" under
the Due Process Clauses of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments. If the
former, they are better addressed under the rubric of the particular consti-
tutional guarantee from which they arise. 78 If the latter, their recognition
is a species of substantive due process. Substantive due process analysis,
moreover, requires that each incident of constitutional privacy must be
defined with care, and each one must rest on its own foundation as a fun-
damental right.
This approach has the advantage, from the conservative perspective,
of tying constitutional privacy more directly to the language and structure
of the Constitution, and of fitting it more directly into longstanding tradi-
tions of constitutional analysis. In particular, it links the inquiry regarding
constitutional privacy to the fundamental rights version of due process
analysis that figured prominently in the Fourteenth Amendment incorpo-
ration debate during the first half of the twentieth century.79 Just as incor-
poration, for most Justices, turned on the question whether a
constitutional principle was "fundamental to ordered liberty," so the ques-
tion whether a particular liberty interest should be granted constitutional
protection turns on the same inquiry. Justice Harlan relied on this form
78. This would be the case, for example, with the aspects of privacy involved
in freedom of association claims. See, e.g., Boy Scouts of Am. v. Dale, 530 U.S. 640,
647-48, 657-59 (2000) (applying strict scrutiny to claims of expressive association;
decided in same term as Troxel).
79. See Poe v. Ullman, 367 U.S. 497, 539-45 (1960) (Harlan, J., dissenting)
(using fundamental rights analysis associated with doctrine of incorporation to
support claims for recognizing constitutional right of privacy).
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of analysis in his early arguments for a right of privacy, particularly in his
dissent in Poe v. Uliman, one of Griswold's precursors.
80
In implementing this inquiry, the conservative approach should fol-
low the pattern, exemplified by ChiefJustice Rehnquist's opinion in Gluck-
sberg, of defining each constitutionally protected interest narrowly. This
should be particularly true of asserted new interests, though it should also
apply to the Court's appraisal of interests recognized in the past. This
should be done to reduce the analogical sweep of past decisions, thus
preventing the Court from engaging in slippery and undisciplined "boot-
strap" extensions of existing doctrine. With respect to privacy, its effect is
to shift the Court's attention from exploring the broad constitutional "em-
anations" alluded to in Griswold to examining what may be characterized,
for purposes of contrast, as discrete points of light.
B. Judicial and Legislative Pedigrees
Glucksberg and Troxel both attest to the importance ofjudicial and leg-
islative pedigrees in assessing the fundamental character of an asserted
liberty interest. Indeed, the different receptions the claimed privacy inter-
ests in the two cases received is largely attributable to the relative length or
shortness of their pedigrees. Glucksberg rejected an interest in assisted sui-
cide because there was no evidence of either legislative or judicial recogni-
tion for such an interest; indeed, to the contrary, there was a long and
uniform history of criminal laws prohibiting both suicide and assisted sui-
cide that counseled heavily against recognition. 8 ' In contrast, Troxel ac-
cepted a claim of constitutional protection for the visitation decisions of fit
parents because the "care, custody and control" of children by their fit
natural parents was among the "oldest" fundamental liberties that had
been recognized by the Court, and was an interest woven into the fabric of
every state's family law.8 2
Notably, although history plays an important role in establishing a
right's pedigree, neither decision engaged in a particularly close or search-
ing examination of history, and this too may represent a characteristic of
the conservative approach. If a right is fundamental, it should be visible
from a cursory survey of the promontories of the legal topography. Care-
ful exploration of the subtler contours of either the legislative or the judi-
cial landscape should not be necessary. Thus, for example, in Glucksberg
the Court accorded little significance to the fact that many states have re-
laxed their criminal prohibitions on unassisted suicide in recent years; and
in Troxel the plurality gave little weight to some of the complexities of
third-party visitation statutes discussed at greater length in Justice Ken-
nedy's dissents 3
80. See id.
81. See Washington v. Glucksberg, 521 U.S. 702, 710-18 (1997).
82. See Troxel v. Granville, 530 U.S. 57, 65 (2000).
83. See id. at 96-101 (Kennedy, J., dissenting).
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This emphasis on obvious evidence of a right's pedigree has some
troubling aspects. First, it arguably neglects the fact that protections for
privacy interests are often visible more from the absence of regulation than
from the presence of affirmative guarantees. For example, before judicial
recognition of parental rights, the chief evidence of the right of parents to
care, custody and control of their children was the absence of state regula-
tory law dictating how children ought to be raised. Second, it makes the
recognition of new interests that emerge from changing social conditions
particularly difficult.84 Change must come first from the legislatures, and
in most instances it will take considerable time for a sufficient legislative
momentum to develop. From a conservative perspective, however, these
potential difficulties are more of an analytic virtue than a vice: unless the
Constitution actually gets amended to reflect a new social consensus, the
primary engines for responding to social change should be legislatures,
not the courts. The courts, from this perspective, assume a following role
that is consistent with the Supreme Court confirmation pronouncements
of Chief Justice Roberts and Justice Alito that they regard the Supreme
Court's role as one limited to interpretation of law. 85
With regard to judicial recognition, the conservative approach also
stresses the importance of cross-jurisdictional and cross-generational rec-
ognition of claimed liberty interests. An interest gains in relative impor-
tance when it is recognized by more than one court, in more than one
context and in more than one generation. In particular, it acquires weight
when courts have incorporated some facets of that interest into the com-
mon law. This attests to both the generality and the fundamental nature
of the interest, and it reduces the prospect that the interest's recognition
was the product of aberrational circumstances, temporary political expedi-
ence or judicial over-reaching.
Once again, this approach retards the development of rights. It also
suggests that at the outset judicial recognition of fundamental interests
may be provisional. Rights are not fully secure until they have been tested
and reaffirmed over some period of time. How much time must pass is
not immediately clear, but the implication from both Glucksberg and Troxel
is that it must be enough to ensure that the interest has achieved broad
social acceptance that transcends immediate political pressures.
C. Comparative Evaluation of Legislative, Individual and Judicial Competence
The conservative approach to privacy requires an assessment of rela-
tive institutional and individual competencies for management of a
claimed interest. Of greatest potential significance is the relative role of
the legislature vis-A-vis that of the individual, In this regard, it is important
84. For similar criticisms, see Justice Brennan's dissent in Michael H. v. Gerald
D., 491 U.S. 110, 137-41 (1989) (Brennan, J., dissenting).
85. See Alito Confirmation Hearings and Roberts Confirmation Hearings, supra note
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to view rights of privacy not only as statements about the liberties of the
individual, but also as statements about the limited powers of government.
Government simply is not competent to make certain kinds of decisions,
and if it tries to supplant the individual in making those choices more
harm than good is likely to result. Where individual competence is supe-
rior, the law must be structured to afford a measure of governmental re-
spect for autonomy of individual decision making.
This "limited government" theme is often overlooked in analysis of
constitutional privacy. It resonates with the language and history of the
Ninth and Tenth Amendments, both of which were understood to "re-
serve" some interests to the people, partly as a way of ensuring limitation
of centralized government authority.8 6 It also resonates with the concept
of "ordered liberty" in due process analysis. As in the case of parental inter-
ests in care and control of children, the government may to some degree
structure and regulate the exercise of individual decision making, and it
may take over where individual decision making breaks down, but it may
not wholly supplant the autonomy of the individual or attempt to interfere
in those circumstances where history, the common law tradition and/or
legislative practice recognize individual competence as superior.
In addition to evaluation of the relative roles of the individual and the
legislature, constitutional privacy also requires an evaluation of the relative
roles of the legislature and the judiciary. In particular, it requires some
judicial deference to legislative action in formulating social policy. As in
Glucksberg, the legislature is superior at fostering, focusing and resolving
social and political debate and at adjusting the law to reflect social change;
but as in Troxel, the judiciary is superior at supervising day-to-day decisions
and interpersonal interactions. To the extent that the government has a
legitimate role in supervising those matters, moreover, judicial compe-
tence through case-by-case adjudication is superior to hard-and-fast legisla-
tive rules. Thus, in the context of privacy, the judiciary serves two distinct
roles. One is to enforce limits on legislative power by safeguarding the
autonomy of individual decisions in those contexts where individual com-
petence is superior. The other is to require exercise of legitimate regula-
tory authority in a fashion that enables judicial fine-tuning of the line
between individual autonomy and state authority in circumstances where
some measure of autonomy has been constitutionally reserved to the
people.
D. Correcting Outliers
One of the most important lessons that Glucksberg and Troxel teach is
about the role of state practice in determining constitutional norms. In
86. See U.S. CONsT. amend. IX, X. For contrasting discussions of the Ninth
Amendment, see ROBERT BORK, THE TEMPTING OF AMERICA 184 (1990); Randy E.
Barnett, Reconceiving the Ninth Amendment, 74 CORNELL L. REv. 1 (1988); Raoul Ber-
ger, The Ninth Amendment, 66 CORNELL L. REV. 1 (1980).
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each case, the Court drew significant guidance from existing state prac-
tice. In Troxel the Court was willing, in the presence of a pedigreed privacy
claim, to declare unconstitutional a state law that transgressed the limits of
intervention set by other states' practices. In Glucksberg, it was unsympa-
thetic to a challenge to a state law that was fully consistent with what other
states were doing. In each instance, the nature of state practice and the
potential impact of the Court's decision on state practice were important
considerations. The Court was willing to correct an outlier, as in Troxel. It
was unwilling to wholly reorder state practice, as it would have had to do if
it had embraced a fight to assisted suicide in Glucksberg.
Emerging from this contrast is the view that the role of the judiciary
in enforcing the fight of privacy is primarily to correct outliers-aberra-
tional invasions of privacy by individual states that depart from accepted
norms-rather than to determine major new interests or set significant
new directions. 8 7 Once again, from this conservative perspective the
Court should largely follow, not lead. It should take empirical soundings
regarding the privacy interests society is prepared (through its laws) to
recognize, and it should enforce those rights against undue encroach-
ment. It should not, however, generally explore much beyond the path
marked by existing patterns of law. Under this view, any claim to privacy
must undergo what might be characterized as a "legislative impact analy-
sis." A key question in any case would be: "How much law will have to be
rewritten if we recognize a privacy right here?" If the answer is "a great
deal," there is likely no privacy right. Only if the answer is, more modestly,
that "a few outlier statutes may have to be revised," can the court assume
the authority to protect privacy interests being asserted.
E. Flexible Review
" Another lesson apparent from the intersection of Glucksberg and
Troxel concerns the role of the standard of review in privacy analysis. As
others have observed, the traditional "tiers" of scrutiny followed in the
later Warren and the Burger Courts eroded considerably during the Rehn-
quist years, where they often served more to rationalize outcomes than to
structure the Court's analysis. 88 Standards of review, however, continue to
have significance as organizing principles, as determinants of legislative
power and as directives to be followed by the lower courts. Thus it re-
mains important to assess what standard of review the Supreme Court has
applied to a particular constitutional interest. At a minimum, the stan-
dard serves as a marker of the interest's relative significance in the consti-
tutional order.
87. Cf Cass Sunstein, What Did Lawrence Hold? Of Autonomy, Desuetude, Sexual-
ity and Marriage, 2003 Sup. CT. Rv. 27 (2004) (suggesting that desuetude may
explain holding in Lawrence v. Texas).
88. See generally Louis D. Bilionis, The New Scrutiny, 51 EMORY L.J. 481 (2002);
Richard A. Brisbin, Jr. & Edward V. Heck, The Battle Over Strict Scrutiny: Coalitional
Conflict in the Rehnquist Court, 32 SANTA CLARA L. REv. 1049 (1992).
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With respect to constitutionally recognized privacy rights, as the plu-
rality opinion in Troxel attests, the Court has shown signs of abandoning
the rigid analytic structure of strict scrutiny, which usually attaches to con-
stitutionally protected interests of the highest order, in favor of the rela-
tively looser and more flexible (if less fully protective) intermediate or
"rationality plus" standards.89 This desire for flexibility, which was a recur-
rent feature ofJustice O'Connor's jurisprudence, may reflect an awareness
that, even in the most widely accepted zones of personal autonomy, indi-
vidual decisions rarely operate in a vacuum. Many can have profound con-
sequences for others as well as implications for society at large that give
the state a basis for exercising at least a minimal supervisory role. 90
At the same time, on the other end of the standard-of-review spec-
trum, Glucksberg suggests that the Court may also have abandoned the ex-
treme deference of "any conceivable basis" minimum rationality review for
"unprotected" privacy interests, in favor of a more detailed and nuanced
consideration of legitimate governmental purposes and their means of ac-
complishment. This may reflect a judgment that privacy interests actually
fall on a continuum, so that some "unprotected" interests are sufficiently
close to the line of due process protection that they are entitled to some
judicial solicitude, even though the Court should defer to reasoned legisla-
tive judgments regarding their curtailment.
In both directions, the effect is to give the Court considerable flexibil-
ity in its decision making concerning privacy, while at the same time in-
creasing the degree of interaction between the judicial and legislative
branches over privacy protections. Rather than the "all or nothing" disci-
pline of rigid tiers of review, the Court is favoring a more flexible ap-
proach in which outcomes can be explained by, but are rarely dictated by,
the standard of review that the Court has chosen to employ. Instead, each
case rises or falls on a more custom-tailored judicial assessment of the pro-.
priety of legislative intervention.
From this perspective, the key difference between "protected" and
"unprotected" interests may lie, not so much in the formal standard or
review employed by the Court, as in the degree of specificity (or general-
ity) with which the standard is applied. Unprotected privacy claims re-
89. Cf Ashutosh Bhagwat, Purpose Scrutiny in Constitutional Analysis, 85 CAL. L.
REv. 297, 313 (1997) (discussing increased use of "intermediate" and "rationality
with bite" scrutiny in variety of constitutional contexts); R. Randall Kelso, Standards
of Review Under the Equal Protection Clause and Related Constitutional Doctrines Protecting
Individual Rights: The "Base Plus Six" Model and Modern Supreme Court Practice, 4 U.
PA. J. CONsT. L. 225, 230-34 (2002) (describing various standards of heightened
rationality review); David D. Meyer, Domesticating Lawrence, 2004 U. CHi. LEGAL F.
453, 459-59 (discussing use of heightened rationality scrutiny in Lawrence v. Texas).
But see Rebecca L. Brown, Liberty, the New Equality, 77 N.Y.U. L. REv. 1491, 1501-06
(2002) (suggesting that liberty interests receive both less flexible treatment and
less ultimate protection than equality interests).
90. See Planned Parenthood of Se. Pa. v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 852 (1992)
(joint opinion of O'Connor, Kennedy & Souter, JJ.) (observing decisions regard-
ing abortions are "fraught with consequences for others," including "society").
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ceive only abstract review; protected privacy claims receive a much more
specific and focused inquiry. Thus, in Glucksberg, the Court was content
with evaluating the abstract rationality of the state's justifications for regu-
lating assisted suicide, without regard to the degree to which those inter-
ests might or might not be implicated in individual situations; whereas in
Troxe4 the Court concerned itself much more with the specific ways in
which an unqualified "best interests" standard might be used to supplant
the legitimate choices of a fit parent.
As a related matter, the Glucksberg and Troxel decisions also reflect a
judicial preference for as-applied rather than facial review in constitu-
tional privacy cases. This preference may well reflect the Court's belief
that even where privacy interests are entitled to due process protection,
some level of state regulatory authority nonetheless persists, so that the
process of drawing the line between state authority and individual auton-
omy is usually a case-specific exercise. It also probably reflects the Court's
reluctance to intrude on legislative judgment any more than is necessary
to correct true outliers in state behavior. As in Troxe holding that a stat-
ute is unconstitutional only as applied, even when the constitutional de-
fect is structural, leaves a wider swath for legislative discretion than a facial
ruling which strikes down an entire statute.9 1
Taken together, the use of intermediate and flexible review, the em-
phasis on specificity and the preference for as-applied review suggest that
the Court may be working its way in the privacy context toward what Pro-
fessor Randy Barnett has termed a "presumption of liberty. 9 2 Just as laws
which do not implicate fundamental interests are entitled to a "presump-
tion of constitutionality" that a challenger must overcome, 93 laws which do
implicate fundamental privacy concerns face a "presumption of liberty"
that the government must overcome.94 How the government may over-
come that presumption, however, is not as rigidly fixed as the traditional
tiers of scrutiny would appear to suggest. The Court must leave open
many potential avenues for government justification; nevertheless, it will
demand a fairly specific showing by government that its action fits into
prevailing social understandings regarding the appropriate boundaries for
91. The Roberts Court's recent handling of Ayotte v. Planned Parenthood, 126 S.
Ct. 961 (2006), that vacated a facial constitutional ruling striking down New Hamp-
shire's statutory scheme for parental notice in cases of abortions for minors, re-
manding for a narrower ruling enjoining only a limited number of potentially
unconstitutional applications, may reflect a similar judgment.
92. See RANDY BARNETT, RESTORING THE LOST CONSTITUTION 253-73 (2004); cf.
Randy Barnett, Justice Kennedy's Libertarian Revolution: Lawrence v. Texas, 2003
CATO SuP. CT. REv. 21, 35-36 (2002-03) (suggesting presumption of liberty ap-
proach was used in Lawrence v. Texas).
93. See United States v. Carolene Prods. Co., 304 U.S. 144, 152 (1938). For a
criticism of the Rehnquist Court's use of this presumption, see David M. Burke,
The "Presumption of Constitutionality" Doctrine and the Rehnquist Court: A Lethal Combi-
nation for Individual Liberty, 18 HARv. J.L. & PUB. POL'v 73 (1994).
94. See BARNETT, supra note 92, at 259-60.
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protected privacy interests. Where the privacy interest at stake is recog-
nized as fundamental, and where the government's invasion of privacy ap-
pears to be an outlier that is inconsistent with prevailing norms, it is
unlikely that the presumption of liberty will be overcome.
F. Process Protections and Evidentiary Standards
Treating the privacy interest as erecting a constitutional presumption
of protection reinforces the final insight to be derived from an examina-
tion of Glucksberg and Troxel-the use of process to safeguard substance.
Since Goldberg v. Kelly,95 if not before, it has been customary to treat civil
due process as containing two distinct strands, one substantive and the
other procedural. The substantive strand prevents government outright
from invading a small handful of "fundamental" liberty interests, while the
procedural strand protects a distinctly broader array of interests by the
more modest expedient of requiring that any "deprivation" of those inter-
ests must satisfy certain guarantees of fair process. TroxeP 6 blends these
two approaches by summoning procedural and evidentiary guarantees as
aids in protecting the fit parent's substantive interest in care and control
of her children.
From a conservative prospect, the use of process to safeguard sub-
stance offers several distinct advantages. Initially, it proceeds on the as-
sumption that the state does have an interest in regulation and that at
some point that interest may well override the privacy interest of the indi-
vidual. Further, it facilitates the flexible, intermediate, as-applied ap-
proach to constitutional review described above. That approach is
essentially a formula for ad hocjudicial balancing of interests, in a context
where the tip of the balance is not predetermined, either for the govern-
ment or for the individual. Indeed, the main practical messages of inter-
mediate or "rationality plus" scrutiny are procedural/evidentiary in
nature. As discussed above, the individual is entitled to a rebuttable "pre-
sumption" of liberty. Thus the burdens of production and persuasion that
typically lie with a law's challenger get shifted to the government. To meet
those burdens, moreover, the government must present ajustification that
is sufficiently specific and grounded in fact to persuade the court. Thus,
in contrast to situations of deferential scrutiny, it is the court, not the legis-
lature, that ultimately will decide where to draw the line delimiting gov-
ernment power.
95. 397 U.S. 254 (1970).
96. To a lesser extent, Glucksberg also contains a procedural component. The
procedural aspect of Glucksberg stems from its acknowledgment of the interest in
refusing life-perpetuating medical treatment considered in Cruzan, which is pro-
tected by a clear-and-convincing evidentiary standard. See Washington v. Gluck-
sberg, 521 U.S. 702, 724-25 (1997). Where clear and convincing evidence of the
patient's wishes exists, the right to refuse treatment is established and cannot be
overridden by the state, even for rational and legitimate state justifications.
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Using procedural mechanisms to safeguard privacy has the further
merit of minimizing potential judicial interference with the structure of
existing law. Typically, all that is required is grafting onto existing legal
structures the necessary presumptions, burdens and standards of proof,
which, as noted above, can often be done judicially by interpretation,
rather than by amendment of an existing statutory scheme. Additionally,
in the context of state law, this approach facilitates federalism. States are
given wide latitude in their choice of policies and means in drawing the
line between state intervention and privacy, so long as their choices con-
form to what are likely to be at most a small handful of federal procedural
and evidentiary requirements. In this regard, constitutional law supple-
ments or even complements, rather than contradicts, most existing state
law and policy.
V. THE ROBERTS COURT'S FIRST TEST: A BRIEF COMMENT ON GONZALES
V. OREGON
While I was working on this Article, the Roberts Court decided what
might be regarded as its first non-abortion test case on constitutional pri-
vacy, Gonzales v. Oregon.97 In that case, the Court, in an opinion by Justice
Kennedy, concluded that the U.S. Attorney General lacked the authority
to declare medical assistance in dying, which is permitted under the Ore-
gon Death with Dignity Act,98 a violation of federal drug laws.9 9 The case
was decided 6-3, with Chief Justice Roberts joining Justices Scalia and
Thomas in dissent.10 0
The Gonzales case cannot be taken as a reliable indicator of future
directions of the Roberts Court on privacy for at least two reasons. First,
because her successor had not yet been confirmed, Justice O'Connor re-
mained a member of the Court and participated in the decision, joining
the majority. We do not know how Justice Alito might have voted had he
been on the Court instead, although we do know his vote would not have
affected the outcome. Thus, from the point of view of Court personnel,
the case represents a sort of transitional step, somewhere in between the
Rehnquist Court's jurisprudence and what is likely to emerge from the
Roberts Court. Second, and more importantly, the case was not really
about rights to privacy at all, but rather concerned the scope of the Attor-
ney General's administrative rulemaking authority under federal drug
laws. 10 1 The case thus primarily concerned statutory interpretation and
administrative law, rather than the presence or absence of a constitutional
right to privacy. The case afforded no opportunity to revisit the Court's
97. 126 S. Ct. 904 (2006).
98. OR. Riv. STAT. ANN. §§ 127.800-127.995. (West 2003).
99. See Gonzales, 126 S. Ct. at 925-26.
100. See id. at 926 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
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decision about assisted suicide in Glucksberg. Instead, all the Justices as-
sumed the correctness of that decision as a premise for the analysis.
Nevertheless, I think the decision reached by the Court in Gonzales is
consistent with the conservative view of privacy that I have outlined. In
particular, it is consistent with principles 2 and 3 of the conservative con-
cept of privacy discussed above. Glucksber's argument that courts should
look first to legislatures for an indication of new directions for constitu-
tional privacy, and its argument that legislatures are superior at focusing
and channeling social debate, both imply that legislatures need to be
given freedom to act to recognize new privacy interests. This is particu-
larly true of state legislatures, which serve as the laboratories of democracy
in our federal system, trying out new legislative ideas in response to chang-
ing social circumstances.10 2 Unless privacy rights are to remain forever
frozen, legislative deference regarding new privacy interests must be a two-
way street. Courts should not act too quickly to require recognition of new
interests. But they must also defer to legislatures when popular support
for a new privacy interest motivates them to give it protection.
One might argue that the decision in Gonzales contravenes principle 4
of the conservative approach, because it allows a statutory outlier to stand,
but I do not think this is the case. Statutory outliers that invade already
established fundamental privacy interests need to be corrected, but statu-
tory outliers that extend such interests to new circumstances stand on a
different constitutional footing. As to such interests there is no constitu-
tional "presumption" either for or against liberty. The only operating pre-
sumption, therefore, is the one that requires deference to legislative
enactments as the product of a democratically representative process. Just
as with laws prohibiting assisted suicide, laws allowing medical assistance
for death with dignity should be upheld if there is an abstract rational
justification for the state's choice.
This is not to say that Congress is without power to displace the deci-
sion of the state of Oregon through the preemptive effect of federal law.
To the contrary, Congress could, no doubt, use one or more of its enu-
merated powers to enact uniform federal procedures governing end-of-life
medical decisions, as the majority in Gonzales acknowledged. 10 3 Under
Glucksberg, Congress could, if it chose, prohibit affirmative medical assis-
tance with dying without contravening due process.10 4 But for the same
102. See id. at 921-22 (recognizing Oregon law as careful experiment in state
medical regulation).
103. See id. at 923 (stating that "there is no question that the Federal Govern-
ment can set uniform standards in these areas").
104. The closer question would be whether Congress has constitutional au-
thority to prohibit medically assisted suicide under its Article I enumerated pow-
ers. See United States v. Lopez, 514 U.S. 549 (1995). Lopez might raise some
questions about the scope of Congress's power to do so, but under Gonzales v.
Raich, 125 S. Ct. 2195 (2005), which upheld federal law prohibiting possession and
use of locally cultivated marijuana for medicinal purposes, Congress's authority
over interstate commerce in controlled substances would probably provide a suffi-
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reasons as the Court outlined in Glucksberg, Congress should, as a matter of
policy, take such a step only after careful deliberation, and only with the
clarity that the Court found missing in the legislative record of the federal
drug laws implicated in Gonzales. The Court's reluctance, in the absence
of such clear evidence, to infer statutory authority for federal administra-
tive preemption of state legislation extending rights of privacy thus fits
with Glucksberg's view of the important role played by state legislatures in
setting new directions for the right of privacy.
VI. CONCLUSION
To scholars and advocates with a progressive orientation, the con-
servative view of privacy I have developed in this Article probably seems
unduly narrow and cramped, with too much emphasis on history and legis-
lative direction, too narrow a focus on legislative outliers, too little room
for judicial creativity and leadership and too little emphasis on the func-
tional importance of privacy interests in the lives of ordinary individu-
als.10 5 But the choice going into the twenty-first century may be between a
conservative vision of the constitutional right of privacy, and no vision of
privacy at all. Given the relative youth and conservatism of President
Bush's two recent appointments to the Court, as well as the other Court
demographics discussed at the beginning of this Article, a liberal Court
majority generously extending the doctrine of constitutional privacy seems
like a fairly unlikely prospect, probably for at least a generation. If the
right of privacy is to last through that period, it must do so as a conserva-
tive doctrine, framed in terms that speak to important conservative juris-
prudential principles. Advocates seeking favorable rulings from the Court
must frame their arguments in those terms, and scholars seeking to influ-
ence Court developments must, at least, take those terms into account.
Can privacy succeed as a conservative constitutional doctrine? The
answer ultimately depends on the votes of the Court's conservative Jus-
tices. It is at least worth noting, however, that the right of privacy found its
earliest expression in Court decisions hailing from a largely conservative
period, and that the second Justice Harlan, who played an instrumental
role in the recognition of the constitutional right of privacy, was regarded
as one of the Warren Court's more conservative Justices. End-of-life medi-
cal dilemmas, like those involved in Cruzan and Glucksberg, and parental
cient foundation for federal regulation. See Gonzales, 126 S. Ct. at 923 (relying on
Raich in dictum as authority for Congress's power to prescribe uniform national
medical standards).
105. I have myself argued for constructing constitutional rights, including pri-
vacy, around the concept of constitutionally protected relationships. See Mark
Rahdert, Preserving the Archives of Freedom: Justice Blackmun and First Amendment Pro-
tections for Libraries, 97 DICK. L. REv. 437, 459-64 (1993). See also Mark Rahdert,
Same-Sex Relationships: A Constitutional Commentary, 7 TEMP. POL. & Civ. RTS. L. REv.
495, 495-96 (1998) (suggesting that right to marry qualifies as "blessing of liberty"
under Constitution's Preamble).
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rights issues, like those in Troxel, strike conservative and liberal families
alike, without regard to their politics. The impulses toward liberty, auton-
omy and personal responsibility in making life's fundamental choices are
as libertarian as they are liberal. They are, I think, uniquely American.
For this reason, the constitutional right of privacy should continue
through what is likely to be a conservative period in Supreme Court
history.
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